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Potential silica sand mines could mean business for
SD
By Adam Hurlburt Black Hills Pioneer | Posted: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 11:30 am

RAPID CITY — A South Dakota-based company recently secured silica sand mining claims in three
Black Hills counties, potentially marking South Dakota as a significant player in the booming frac sands
industry.  

If Cambrian Enterprises, LLC’s claims are mined, South Dakota will be the westernmost producer of
silica sands in the U.S., not to mention the closest in proximity to the nation’s largest silica sand
consumers, the Bakken and Three Forks oil fields.

Silica sands are used heavily in the hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking” process, in which combinations of
water, minerals and chemicals are pumped into shale oil and gas formations at high pressure, ultimately
fracturing porous underground rock formations thereby freeing otherwise trapped petroleum deposits.

Cambrian Enterprises secured more than 600 acres of silica sand mining claims in Custer, Lawrence and
Pennington counties. Cambrian’s spokesperson and co-owner, Rapid City-based energy attorney David
Ganje, said his company has been researching and reviewing the potential of silica sand mining in
western South Dakota for roughly a year, researching local historical geology, surveying potential sites,
and shipping out samples for independent evaluation.

Ganje said Cambrian has a lump of historical data indicating the presence of approximately 80 million
tons of top quality silica sands in the aforementioned western South Dakota counties. He was keen to
point out, however, that Cambrian hasn’t performed any contemporary exploratory drilling and that a
more precise estimate of these silica deposits won’t be available until mining companies pounce on the
claims, lease the lands from Cambrian and perform their own contemporary exploratory work.

Wisconsin currently produces more silica sands than any other state, providing the U.S. oil and gas
industry with roughly 75 percent of its silica sand.  Last year the U.S. Geological survey estimated
Wisconsin was on track to sell roughly 50 million tons of silica sands per year. With high-grade silica
sands commanding up to $200 per ton, that’s about $10 billion of sand per year, provided it’s all of top
quality.

Even if Cambrian’s estimation falls short by half, at 40 million tons, that’s still roughly $8 billion of
silica sand, if it’s all of the quality found in the company’s samples.

Kent Syverson, professor and chair of the University of Wisconsin Eau Claire’s geology department,
examined some of Cambrian’s sample sand, finding that it met the standards set by the American
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Petroleum Institute (API) for use in the fracking process. Syverson said API grade sand must be of
sufficient grain size and strength.

“These industry specifications are demanding, and as a consequence suitable industry grade silica sand
deposits are limited,” Ganje said.

Syverson said success in silica sand mining and production is fickle, though.

“It’s not just the sand size, it’s the strength, the rounding, how close it is to rail (railroad transportation),
how close it is to oil and gas fields — there are many variables that come into play,” Syverson said.

If mining companies jump on these claims, sand quality proves consistent, extraction proves reasonably
simple and the results of contemporary exploration work aligns with Cambrian’s initial estimates, South
Dakota could be looking at a silica sand boom based solely on the state’s proximity to the massively
booming oil and gas plays of North Dakota, Montana and Wyoming.

But those are a lot of “ifs.”

As far as jobs for South Dakota residents, Ganje said silica sand mining companies typically employ
between five and 10 people at the exploration stage and between 25 and 50 at the normal permitted mine
site stage; these employees are usually a mixture of company fly-ins and local hires.

Ganje said the mining itself would likely consist of either surface or vein mining, or some combination of
the two.

With Wisconsin landowners and residents complaining of land, air and water pollution, high semi-truck
traffic and more, silica sand mining is not devoid of controversy. Another major silica sand player, the
state of Minnesota, recently enacted a temporary moratorium on silica sand mining in order to address
concerns, propose industry guidelines and establish a technical advisory council. Should Cambrian
Enterprises be on to something big here, South Dakota will likely face the very same issues — and the
Black Hills Pioneer will examine them individually in much greater detail. But at this point, the future of
silica sand mining in this state remains obscured deep underground.
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